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A Radio and TV presenter, Amy currently makes up one half of the Academy Award winning breakfast show ‘Sam and Amy’ on
Gem 106. This year they fought off fierce competition from Chris Evans and Graham Norton to pick up the coveted Gold award for
‘Music Radio Personality’ of the year at The Radio Academy Awards 2014, along with the bronze award for ‘Best Breakfast Show’.
This follows on from their success of 2013, winning Gold again for ‘Best Breakfast Show’. Recently they were delighted to take
their show nationally, making their first live debut covering shows at the holy grail of radio, BBC Radio 2.
Amy’s radio career has spanned over the last ten years, progressing from traffic reporter, onto the drive time show where she
began working with an old friend, Sam. After less than a year on drive time they were promoted to the Breakfast show where
they’ve remained successfully for the last eight years. Alongside this Amy also presented her own weekend breakfast show for
several years.
As well as dominating the airwaves, Amy has hosted a wide variety of events; from hosting a Q and A session with Prime Minister
David Cameron and Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg, to a race day with Formula One team ‘Force India’ at the British Grand Prix.
The Splendour Music Festival to the Clothes Show Live at the NEC and the first ever Red Bull Rapids at Holme Pierrepont. Not to
mention numerous award ceremonies, corporate events and live shows in front of thousands.
As a keen writer and blogger, Amy has recently contributed pieces to national publications Reveal Magazine and Sound Women
UK.
Aside from work, Amy is particularly passionate about helping to raise awareness of Prostate Cancer after losing her father to the
disease when she was aged 26. After creating and distributing a charity calendar and raising over £20,000 for Prostate Cancer
UK, Amy has also worked closely with Movember, sharing her story and encouraging other men and women to address the issue.
This year she has set her sights on a new challenge by embarking on the challenge of cycling 380 km over five days to raise
money and awareness for Prostate Cancer UK.

For more information on Amy:

chris@northmediatalent.com
07989 396901

@NMediaTalent
	
  

